May 2019

President’s Message
Jerry Shiller, President
President@lemongrovegunclub.com
With the end of the Club’s fiscal year on April 30, there
will be new members of the Board of Directors. Thanks to
Brion Thomas who served on the Board for two years and
Dexter Haight who served at least 9 years. Replacing them
will be Clyde Wilson, who served previously and Paul Dugas.
Thanks to retiring Parliamentarian Jerry Vaughn who kept the
Board in line for over 10 years. I appreciate the help all of
you have given the Club and hope that you won’t be strangers
in the future. Other members who have recently volunteered
to help the Club are Debbie Elliott, new Webmaster, Alan
Cole, first aid kit maintenance, Robert DeFrates, tally of RSO
hours. I also want to thank all the Shootmasters, other Board
members, RSOs, and 10% club members for all their efforts
to make the Club run as efficiently as it does. Stay Safe and
invite a new shooter to experience our sport

Board Elections Results
President – Jerry Shiller
Secretary – Sarah Jones
Sergeant at Arms – Jim Williams
Board positions:
Paul Dugas
Wendell Trent
Rod Tetrault
Clyde Wilson
Parliamentarian – Open (appointed)

Summary
April 2019
Board of Directors Meeting
The Board approved three individuals as new members.
Saturday September 28 was approved for the annual 2nd
Amendment Shoot. Stan Luhr is event chair. Plans for the
annual Installation of Officers were finalized. Installation
Chairs Lorrie Smith and Sarah Jones presented their schedule
for the day’s events which was approved. There will be rifle
and shotgun shooting in the morning. The handgun match
scheduled for the morning of May 4, will occur, but in an
abbreviated format. Food service will begin around noon with
appetizers. The meal (pit roasted meats, salads, etc.) will be
served about 1:00 pm. At about 1215, the new Jim Kasten
Memorial Sporting Clays station will be dedicated. Awards,
welcome of new Board members, and raffles will begin
following the meal. Several firearms will be included.
Nominations were submitted for the Club’s Annual
Awards – Man-, Woman-, Junior-, and Social members of the
year, and the Dirty Bird Award; awards to be announced at the
Installation. Membership Chair Casey Gastrich commented
that the pace of membership renewals was very slow this
year compared to previous years. The Board discussed the
possibility that the number of Club members might decline
significantly. The Board voted to name the sign in shack/
utility building in honor of John and Wilma Schreuer for their
long-term membership (50+ years) and role in developing the
Club.
New Directors Clyde Wilson and Paul Dugas were
present to get their feet wet for the coming year. We still
need volunteers for Parliamentarian, NRA Family Shooting
Sports Camp, and San Diego County Wildlife Federation
representative

Club Dumpsters
Cardboard goes in the recycling dumpster near the
building on the lower trap range. Please DO NOT put it in the
trash dumpsters.

Help Needed

Unused Gear Donations

There are several upcoming events that need volunteers:
1. NRA Family Fun Shoot – Shootmaster, Robert Freed
has volunteered to do the paperwork.
2. Range Maintenance – several big projects need
volunteers.
Contact a board member for info.

Do you have so unused gear laying around that you would
like donate to the club for installation drawings. Contact
Lorrie at trakracer@cox.net.

RSO Benefits

Beginning May 1st. RSOs who serve at least 200 hours
over the course of the fiscal year will have their membership
renewal fees waived.
Scheduled RSO can shoot by themselves if no other
shooters are on the range.

Safety Alert
Jerry Shiller
Here is a partial notification of a safety alert from Smith
& Wesson. Go to the Safety tab on their website for more
details.
DESCRIPTION - Please Read This If You Have A M&P15-22
Rimfire Firearm.
PRODUCT AFFECTED:
ALL models of M&P15-22 rifles and pistols manufactured
before February 1, 2019.
STOP USING YOUR M&P15-22 UNTIL IT HAS BEEN
INSPECTED AND YOUR BOLT REPLACED (IF
NECESSARY).
Smith & Wesson has identified two M&P15-22 firearms from
recent production on which the breech face counter bore depth
was not within manufacturing specification. In those firearms,
the lack of depth may allow the bolt, upon closing, to crush
the rim of the case, causing the round to fire, cycling the
bolt, and potentially resulting in multiple discharges without
depressing the trigger. This issue can occur in the following
two scenarios:
1) With a loaded magazine in the firearm and the bolt locked
to the rear, depressing the bolt release to allow the bolt to drop
freely may ignite the round as the bolt closes without engaging
the trigger and with the safety selector in either the safe or the
fire position, and may also result in multiple discharges.
2) With a loaded magazine in the firearm, bolt in the closed
position and a round in the chamber and the safety selector in
the fire position, depressing the trigger will cause the round to
fire normally, however as the bolt cycles, the next round may
be ignited by the bolt crushing the rim of the case as it closes,
causing multiple discharges.

Volunteers to Cook
Lemon Grove shooting Club is committed to host the Jim
Kasten Memorial Cup, sporting clays shooting events.
What I’m asking to support these two first time ever
shooting events is for a volunteer cook, to prepare lunch for
about 100 participants shooters and guest.
Event dates:
9 June 2019
11 August 2019
POC
Frank Valdez
(619) 250-4734
valdezfra@gmail.com

Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are needed to plan and construct a new
sporting clays station that will honor the memory of Jim
Kasten’s contributions to the event. Contact the club President
to volunteer and for details.

First Aid, CPR
And AED Classes
This is a Basic First Aid and CPR Class Geared to the
Shooting Sports and open to all RSO’s and Members of the
Lemon Grove Gun Club
Presenter: Marie Cole - American Heart Association
Instructor, OSHA CHST Trainer
When: March 24,2019 Sunday (12:00 to 5:00 PM) After the
Sporting Clays Event
April 20,2019 Saturday (12:00 to 5:00 PM) After the
Hybrid Pistol Match and during Open Shooting
More classes will be added as needed
Where: Range Club House, Snacks and Drinks Provided
Cost: $55.00 Cash per person (Class size, 6-9 people)
All participants will receive a CPR, AED, First Aid Card
approximately 2 weeks after the Class.
For more information or sigh up for class contact:
Alan Cole, (arcole.services@gmail.com) 858-442-6583
Dave Reed (davereed@gmail.com) 619-757-9407

We believe that these are isolated incidents, however,
any unintended discharge of a firearm has the potential to
cause injury. Therefore, we have developed this inspection
procedure to ensure that all products in the field are safe
to use. We are asking customers to perform the following
procedure and to refrain from using their M&P15-22 until the
bolt has been inspected and replaced as necessary.

Cash Turn-in
Please go to the bank and get large denomination bills for
cash turn-in or a cashier’s check. You only have to count your
event – the secretary and treasurer have to count all events and
counting lots of small bills is a pain and error prone.
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May 4th Installation Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All items offered for sale must be sold in
accordance with federal, state and local laws.

7:00 AM to 11:00 AM Action Handgun
match - Pistol Pit only
8:00 AM to 12:00 PM open shooting on the
rifle range and shotgun range
12:00 PM to 12:10 PM opening welcome
speech
12:15 PM Jim Kasten stand dedication
12:10 PM to 1:00 PM appetizers will be
served by Paul Coffey’s crew
1:00 PM begin lunch food service
2:30 PM food service ends
2:00 PM Awards to Man of the year, woman
of the year, social, Junior, dirty bird
2:00 to 2:30 PM raffles begin

Advertising

¼ - $35 per year for non-members or commercial ads. The
year will run concurrently with the membership fiscal year.
Personal ads are free for members and will run for only one
month unless additional months are requested.

Notes:
• We need to schedule RSO’s for the rifle
range from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM
• We need volunteers to run the trap machines
and load the trap house
• RSO’s will have a no cost raffle ticket for
the Henry lever action .22

SOP Change
Chapter 4 – Range Rules
General Range Rules
16. During scheduled events the entire range is closed to
other shooting activities unless noted in an event’s
description. If some ranges are available you must
still coordinate with the event’s Shootmaster.

How to check
If there is an event on the calendar, click on the event and
check the description. For example, the black power shoot
description has “Trap and Pit remain open during this event.”
In this case, the trap and pit may be used during the event but
you must coordinate with the shootmaster. There are a few
additional points:
1.

Don’t assume that because an event was sharing
ranges that it will always be doing so. Check the
calendar!

2.

Don’t assume that, for instance, because an event is
for pistol that only the pit is being used. Check the
calendar!

3.

Don’s assume anything – check the calendar!
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Jersey tend to spread to other states.
Fortunately, most Americans aren’t having their rights
trampled to the degree that we see in California. Californians
have been slow to realize the danger. Other Americans would
be wise to defend the rights they have rather than waiting until
they’re forced to fight to regain lost rights. Americans need to
reach a tipping point.
The right to self-defense is a basic human right. Gun
ownership is an integral part of that right. If you want to keep
your rights defend them by joining San Diego County Gun
Owners (SDCGO), the California Rifle and Pistol Association
(CRPA), and the National Rifle Association (NRA). Join the
fight and help us restore and preserve our second amendment
rights. Together we will win.

Are Gun Owners reaching the
Tipping Point?
Joe Drammissi
Some of you may have read “The Tipping Point” by
Malcolm Gladwell. To quote from the Amazon book
description “The tipping point is that magic moment when an
idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and
spreads like wildfire”. Americans may be close to reaching a
tipping point regarding resistance to oppressive gun control
laws.
Today the Second Amendment is under vigorous attack.
This is probably due to a combination of things. We seem to
have a mostly apathetic community of gun owners. In addition,
we have an intentionally misinformed public. Finally, we have
a major political party, supported by their media surrogates,
that is virulently anti-gun. Both have spent most of the last
thirty years aggressively demonizing gun owners. They’ve
been very successful in this effort.
The good news is that there are signs that Americans are
beginning to push back. It may be that the level of oppressive,
unconstitutional anti-gun laws has reached a point where
Americans have had enough, a tipping point.
Consider the following:
New Jersey has made possession of standard capacity
magazines a criminal offense. Residents are expected to turn in
to law enforcement or destroy any standard capacity magazines
they possess. Apparently, NJ residents have refused. Various NJ
law enforcement agencies have reported virtually no magazines
turned in.
Sheriffs throughout Colorado are refusing to enforce newly
enacted Red Flag Laws. Local political leaders are supporting
the Sheriffs. This is extremely unusual behavior Over
half of Colorado’s counties say they will not comply with
ill-conceived and dangerous Red Flag laws. The same is
happening in Washington, Oregon, and New Mexico.
The US District Court for the Southern District of
California permanently enjoined California’s ban on standard
capacity magazines. The State has appealed. However, Judge
Benitez’s opinion is so well written, logical, and factually
supported that the chance of these laws being overturned once
and for all is very good.
Missouri will likely pass a law banning all federal gun
control laws. The law, if passed, will certainly be challenged
in court. What would motivate a state legislature to pass such a
bill? Could this be a sign of a tipping point at the state level?
Mainstream media is reporting more self-defense
incidents. National news outlets almost never covered incidents
where an armed citizen successfully defended against a violent
criminal. Stories of that nature violate the standard media
narrative that guns and gun owners are bad. That seems to be
changing with those stories appearing more frequently.
We in California are on the front lines in the fight to
restore and preserve our rights. Things tend to happen first in
California, both the good and the bad. Bad laws that originate
in poorly governed states like California, New York, and New

Used with permission of Joe Drammissi and San Diego
County Gun Owners..

Black Powder
Ten people shot this match on April 21st. Targets were a
Bear swinger at 25 yards, Duck silhouettes at 50 yards and a
Bison swinger at 100 yards. There was a three-way tie for first.
Mike Steinmetz won the shoot-off to take first. Tim Cook was
second in the shoot-off. Ron Major was third. A Black Jack
hand could be obtained by hitting the Bear. There was a threeway tie at 17. Tony Jeske won the draw-off with a 7.
(There will not be a Black Powder Shoot in May.)
Mike Steinmetz.............. 14 Ron Major................ 14
Tim Cook....................... 14 Gary Allgeier........... 12
Trent Alford................... 12 Tony Jeske............... 11
Dave Boyle.................... 10 Joanne Frazier.......... 10
Harry Kirk (pistol)......... 5 Pati Pecart Cook. DNF

Reporting on Events
All reports, documents, and proceeds concerning club
events will be turned in to the Secretary within two (2)
meetings, but in no case shall exceed forty-five (45) days
from the date of the event. The documents pertaining to the
event includes sign up sheets, comp tickets, etc. as required
for reconciliation of funds.
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San Diego County Gun Owners

Two-Man Rule

San Diego County Gun Owners (SDCGO) is a political
organization that focuses on expanding and restoring Second
Amendment rights within San Diego County. SDCGO was
formed due to an aggressive and successful legislation and
regulatory effort to significantly limit or eliminate the firearms
industry and the general ownership and use of firearms and
the firearms industry in California at the municipal, county,
and state level. SDCGO’s solution is a local, non-partisan,
volunteer group with full-time staff that does four things to
get the right people elected on local San Diego councils and
boards:
Second Amendment Advocacy at the city/county level
Second Amendment Community Organizing
Political Fundraising
Working with the local gun industry on the first 3
HOW DO WE DO IT?
SDCGO is dedicated to preserving and restoring San
Diego citizens’ gun rights. SDCGO has developed a strong,
permanent infrastructure that focuses on changing the face
of gun ownership by working with and through volunteers
with regard to local and state level activism and outreach.
Since its beginning in 2015, SDCGO has made a profound
influence and advancement on policies protecting the Second
Amendment throughout San Diego County.
SDCGO provides a calendar of activist events and
recreational shooting events on our website and through
a weekly email and the opportunity to get together with
a variety of other activists at our monthly organizational
meetings.
Our members are active in their neighborhood community
and joined SDCGO to leverage their efforts together as an
influential, effective Second Amendment rights organization.
WHO DO WE REPRESENT?
San Diego County Gun Owners consists of San Diego’s
shooting enthusiasts, Second Amendment supporters, people
who own guns for defensive reasons or sport, firearms dealers
and firearms accessory dealers, and elected officials who want
to restore and protect the right to keep and the right to bear
arms in California.
WHAT DO WE ADD TO SAN DIEGO?
We bring a Second Amendment focus to local San
Diego politics that did not exist. SDCGO is the permanent
infrastructure to improve candidate bench strength and
precinct operations and a meaningful way for gun owners to
get involved in politics. SDCGO will increase voter turnout by giving guidance and hope to single-issue, Second
Amendment voters.
Together We Will Win.

Some maintenance is inherently dangerous due to the
nature of the work. Activities being performed at the range
such as those involving power tools, operating equipment,
working at other than ground level or on electrical circuits,
requires two (2) people to be present for safety reasons. The
foregoing list is not meant to be all-inclusive and common
sense should prevail as to what can be dangerous. It is the
responsibility of each member to recognize those activities
that, should an accident occur, a second person would be
needed to summon help and administer first aid.

RV Parking at the Range
As courtesy to members, the club allows RVs to be
parked at the range but is not intended as a storage facility.
A. Permission must be obtained from the Executive
Committee to park an RV at the range.
B. See Appendix J of the SOPs for all requirements.

Just Say No to Steel
If you are shooting ammo that has a steel core (Russian
AK and 5.56 military surplus are possible culprits) DO NOT
SHOOT steel targets. You can use it on paper or clay targets
only. If you don’t know with certainty if your ammo is steel,
check the bullet with a magnet.
Armor piercing ammo is banned so again, if you don’t
know, find out!

RSOs and Shootmasters
For RSOs who want to self-schedule or shootmasters
who would like the ability to edit their events on the calendar,
email Calendar@LemonGroveGunClub.com.

RV Parking Renewal
Wendell Trent is coordinating the stickers for this year so
please turn in your RV permission letters to him.
All members wanting to park their RV on the club
property shall submit a signed agreement for approval.
Renewals shall be submitted between February 1 and
April 30, of each year. Any RV not registered by April 30, will
be towed from the property.
The RV parking agreement is available on the website:
http://www.lemongrovegunclub.com/RV_Parking.pdf
You can also mail them to the club address Attention
Wendell Trent.
Note that this must be done every year.

Used with permission of Joe Drammissi and San Diego
County Gun Owners..
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California Ammo Laws
Joe Drammissi
Gun owners that pay attention know that some changes in
how we buy ammunition are coming in July. In addition to the
current face-to-face transaction requirement that has added cost
and inconvenience to my online purchases, we can expect the
following in July:
All ammunition purchases will require a point-of-sale
“eligibility check” (background check), a $1 fee to be paid by
the applicant
The seller will be required to report your purchase to the
state (date, caliber, brand, amount, salesperson’s name) where
it will be documented in their database
If you don’t have a firearm registered with the state a onetime eligibility check at a cost of $19 is required to purchase
ammo (or you can register one of your guns)
Sales will not be permitted to non-California residents, no
California driver license, no sale
The stated purpose of these restrictions is, as always, to
reduce crime and improve public safety. Rational adults firmly
grounded know otherwise.
The only reason for the State to create a database tracking
ammunition purchases of law-abiding citizens is to lay the
groundwork for limiting ammunition at some future date. Who
needs more than 50 rounds per month? Ammunition rationing
has already been attempted in Oregon and New York.
As with almost all gun control laws, this is just a back door
attack on the second amendment. If guns can’t be restricted
(which is already being done) then make it difficult to get
ammunition, difficult to buy guns, and difficult to find places to
legally shoot guns.
While legal action isn’t always the answer, it can be a
valuable tool in the fight to protect our rights. The recent
overturning of California’s unconstitutional standard capacity
magazine ban is a great example.
To ensure this tool is always available we need to support
organizations that challenge unconstitutional laws. The
California Rifle and Pistol Association and the NRA were
the two involved in the above example. Find a pro-2A group
(preferably several) you like and support them!
Unfortunately, gun owners are not always as informed and
engaged as they should be. I recently had a shooter at a USPSA
match tell me his “give-a-shit meter was at zero” regarding
the politics of gun control laws. That’s unfortunate as you can
bet that Gavin Newsom’s give-a-shit meter is pegged at 110%
when it comes to stripping you of your rights. If gun owners
don’t care no one else will and we lose.
So, what can you do?
Consider reloading– Reloading ammunition is fun! It will
also save you money and allows you to tailor your rounds to
match your needs. In addition, it keeps you out of the State’s
database.
Stock up and hope the law gets overturned– Groups
like CRPA and NRA will almost certainly challenge this law
when it takes effect in July. Stock up on ammunition now and
maybe you can avoid needing to purchase ammo until the law

is overturned.
Do nothing and submit– This is unfortunately what
many will do which is why we have the problem in the first
place. I hope this assumption is incorrect. I’m optimistic in that
people in increasing numbers across the country are refusing
to comply with these unconstitutional laws. We’ll see what the
people of California do.
Get involved and fight back – Educate yourself. Spread
the word to others. Support groups that are fighting for your
2A rights. The real long-term solution to the problem is to stop
electing politicians that want to strip you of your rights.
The right to self-defense is a basic human right. Gun
ownership is an integral part of that right. If you want to keep
your rights defend them by joining San Diego County Gun
Owners (SDCGO), the California Rifle and Pistol Association
(CRPA), and the National Rifle Association (NRA). Join the
fight and help us restore and preserve our second amendment
rights. Together we will win.
Used with permission of Joe Drammissi and San Diego
County Gun Owners..

RSO Reminder
Leave the range in good condition when securing the range
- trash dumped, old targets removed from down range, brass
policed, etc.

Range Reminder
A Scheduled RSO is required to be present for any Rifle or
Handgun shooting at the range. Shotguns may be used at any
of the ranges including the Pit and Rifle Range.

Steel Core Ammo
Steel core ammo, anything that is magnetic, may only be
used on paper targets or clay pigeons. It is expressly forbidden
on all steel targets.
This rule is being implemented because of the damage
that is occurring to steel targets and to a lesser degree the
potential for starting a fire from ricochets.

Mobility Assistance
Device Use Renewal
All members desiring to operate ATV or other mobility
assistance vehicles on the property shall submit, to the club
Secretary, a signed agreement.
Renewals shall be submitted between February 1 and
April 30, of each year.
The form for ATV, cart or mobility assistance device
usage is available on the website at Mobility Asst. Vehicle
Form.
Note that this must be done every year.

LGR&GC
General Meeting Minutes

up now, and we need three more for this month. April
20, Saturday from noon to five. It’s a basic first aid class
for the shooting sports. It’s put on by the American Heart
Association
Treasurer: Brian Carty reported: Unusual expenditures
were the clay targets and awards for the installation.

April 2, 2019
Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance
Roll Call:
All board members present except for the following
who were excused – Frank Valdez, Dexter Haight, Paul
Lichtenstein and Jerry Vaughn.

Range Safety RSO:
Dave Reed not here.

Previous Meeting minutes
Motion by Clyde Wilson and seconded by Brian Carty
to waive the reading of the minutes from the last General
Membership Meeting. Motion passed.

Range Chair:
Jerry Hartman reported: At the last work party we had
58 members show up. We are still working on the inside of
the sign in shed. We must respackle the windows. We got
our concrete pad poured in front of the sign in shed. We
are going to concrete everything in so we can start on the
ramp itself. We continued our work on the 50-yard bunker.
Dave Schmidt dug some holes with his bobcat and put in
some new poles for it. We had a few members come in and
do some landscaping by the clubhouse. Our member Craig
Knox came over with his mower and brushed out in front by
the road and the archery trails and the trap machine on the
east side of the property so Frank and his crew can get to
them much easier. Jean made a new sign for the club. We
repainted the red and yellow lines on the rifle range. We put
the red trauma bags in black plastic tool boxes because we
were having trouble with the mice getting into the canvas
bags. Our next work party is April 11, Thursday. And one
at the end of the month. I wanted to thank Phyllis and Carol
for a great lunch.
We have openings for two Directors at Large. We do have
two directors who would like to continue. No nominations
were given. We need a third director. Clyde Wilson was
nominated. I move that we accept the three individuals be
accepted by Acclaim.
The next position is President. Is there any nomination
from the floor for President? Jerry Shiller was accepted by
acclamation.
Dexter Haight has asked to step down. We need a director
to fill out the balance of the year term. A Director must
attend the Board Meetings and General Meetings and they
help guide the future direction of the club. Cheryl Robertson
nominated Kathleen Banjac, and she said no. Wendell Trent
nominated Cheryl Robertson she said no. Bill Hamilton
said no. How about Layne. Paul Dugas accepted the
nomination. I move that Paul Dugas be accepted for the
balance for Dexter’s term

Membership:
Casey reported: 239 Regular members 164 Senior, Gold
48 and Military 4 and 107 Openings. We had 36% renew

Correspondence:
Alpine Sun issues, American Rifleman, Shooting Industry
Magazine and Shotgun Sports Magazine and a Lakeside
Sportsman’s Club Newsletter.
The Sgt at Arms and Secretary have said they will
continue if there is no one interested. Any nominations
for Secretary? The secretary Sarah Jones accepted. Are
there any nominations for Sgt. At Arms? Jim Williams was
accepted by acclaim.
Prospective Members:
If you don’t have your white cards up front you may
not get credit for attending the meeting. After the meeting
Prospective members and sponsors need to go over and visit
with Casey for a few minutes to get the scoop on how the
process will go forward.
Sponsor
Prospective
Barbara Cimins
Analia Tibaldi
Brent Hoover
Phil Moses
Robert MacCullough
Paul Dugas
Mike Lobasco
Stan Luhr
Mark Jones
Paul Dugas
Victoria Reynolds
John Sherlock
Jerry Harknell
Stan Luhr
Long Range Planning and Environmental:
Doug Norman reported. Nothing going on for Long
Range A lot of things being taken up by maintenance. If
you know of something that is going on environmentally let
me know.
Hospitality:
Carol Swartz reported: Please have prospective members
sign in on the sign in sheet.

Activity Reports:
Friday Night Pot Shoot:
Larry Sanders reported. For the month of March, we had
4 shoot events with a total of 117 shooters. We did have a
Saturday night Pot Shoot 13 pot shooters.
Fun Shoot:
Frank Valdez not here

San Diego County Wildlife Federation Rep:
Mike McIntyre not here.
CPR and First Aid Classes:
Alan Cole gave the update. First Aid classes are being
held for anyone that wants to take them. 6 people are signed
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Sporting Clays:
We had 134 shooters. The next shoot we will have will be
on the fourth Sunday. This month we had the Green Beret’s.
It rained all day. We also had the BIA. We don’t have any
more groups coming in.
Tuesday 5-Stand:
Rod Tetrault reported 184 shooters. We only had 3 shoot
days. We had 120 members and 64 nonmembers. I want to
thank all the guys who come out and play. We have a good
time
Interclub trap:
The last interclub was hosted by Maywood and they
won that interclub and it put them ahead 3 to 2. The next
interclub will be hosted by Vado del Rio April 24th at
Redlands shooting park. That will be the last hurrah for
Vado del Rio.
Youth Trap:
Cheryl Robertson reported: We had one shoot for the
month of March. We had 6 shooters total. Our high shooter
for the day was Isaiya Swansen who shot a 23 out of 25.
Tactical Shotgun:
No report
Action Hand gun:
Next match is this Saturday
WOT:
WOT is on Sunday April 14th. If you have not responded
to Sue or Eric Johnson that you would like to help out,
please do so
Sporting Rifle:
Chris is not here. Due to the low shooter counts lately.
This will be the last match and Chris is not able to renew his
membership. If we do revitalize the match it will take a new
shoot master. If there is no new shoot master, in June we will
only be the Precision Rimfire Match.
Action Rifle:
No Report.
Boy Scout Merit Badge:
Ronnie reported: It’s a shotgun merit badge shoot I need
another 5 or 6 mentors.
Archery:
The Archery shoot masters have left but if you have any
interest in helping on the day of the Archery Event next
month contact Rod Richardson.
Black Powder:
Ron Major not here
Low Light Handgun:
No report.
Rimfire:
No report
Precision Rifle:
We just had a match last Saturday and had 13 shooters
come out. Doug Roper reported the next match is on April
21st which is Easter.

Defensive handgun:
Stan Luhr reported. We did have one event last month.
13 shooters came out last month and a huge number of
RSO’s. Last advance class I had a person that attended
that had been suggested to come as a guest. He had no
experience at all. If you are recommending that someone
come to the advanced class, make sure that they have some
good tactical skills. If they don’t have them, have them
come to the beginner class. We can’t have beginner shooters
on the fourth Friday. Beginners need to come on the 2nd
Friday of the month.
Friends of NRA:
Ronnie reported the gun that is up for raffle is one of 110
rifles and a vanguard model Weatherby with an NRA logo on
the back. The tickets are expensive, they are $100 a piece
Hybrid Pistol:
We had 15 members and 13 guests
Unfinished Business:
We had elections tonight. We still need Volunteers. If
the club is going to have an NRA Family shooting Sports
Camp in the Fall, Robert Freed has agreed to do the County
paperwork, but we need a shoot master for that day. We
need a club Parliamentarian. Sounds like something simple
but we refer to the Parliamentarian every other Board
meeting for some issue, so we get things right on the Board.
With Chris Bemis not renewing we will need somebody
to take over maintenance on the First Aid Kits. Chris has
been doing that partly because he is in that business. You
don’t necessarily have to be in the supply business but if
you understand what is needed in the First Aid kits and
keep an inventory and let the range chair or the Board know
when we need supplies we can get them ordered and also
the checkout dates for the AED. I’m happy to report that
for Webmaster Debbie Elliott has volunteered to take that.
The person keeping track of RSO hours Robert Ufrates has
volunteered for that. Installation Co-Chairs Lorrie and Sarah
have volunteered to do that. If there are other things that you
see that need done and something that recurs from Month
to Month, I’d be happy to have you happy to volunteer and
take charge of that. We are a volunteer club. If we don’t
get a huge increase in member renewals our numbers are
going to shrink by maybe half. That means there is the same
amount of work to do but fewer people to do it. Keep that in
mind. If you have friends that are club members that haven’t
renewed, we need them to renew.
Any other unfinished business from the Board?
New Business:
Is there any new business from the Board?
Is there any new business from the Board?
On May 4th is the installation we have a lot of 10%er
stuff that we ordered. We have polo shirts and several
things. So, plan to attend and it’s a good time to get together
and a chance to win some good prizes. We need to get
a count to Paul so he can have enough food. We have a
rough schedule. About 1pm we are going to go to the event
activities like the food and raffles.
We are doing RSVP’s on the website this year.
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Jerry H. on April 11th we need some people to set up for
Archery. If you have a cart and you want to use it stay in the
dirt, don’t drive over the curbs.
Any other new business for the Board?
Any new business from the floor?
For the prospectives: When you come to pick up your
white card make sure your name is on this roster, which is
our record that you were here.
All the chairs go along the wall not in the closet! Motion
by Casey Gastrich and seconded by Lorrie Smith to adjourn.
Meeting is adjourned at 7:58pm.

